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ABSTRACT 23 

Climate change is an ongoing process impacting ecosystem functions and human health; East Asia (EA) is one of the 24 

most vulnerable regions being influenced by such changes. This study examines the long-term variability of surface 25 

air temperatures (SATs) across EA using the new Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 6 (CMIP6) datasets. 26 

Historical simulations (20th century) and future (21st century) SAT projections were investigated based on multi-model 27 

ensemble simulations. We also demonstrate the contribution of external and natural (NAT) forcings to SAT change. 28 

This study mainly focuses the effect of anthropogenic forcings (ANT) on EA climate for a long period (1850-2100). 29 

Our simulations show that SAT in EA increased by 0.031 °C/decade during the period 1850–2014 owing to combined 30 

ANT and NAT (‘ALL=ANT+NAT’) forcings, while an increase of 0.08 °C/decade can be attributed to greenhouse 31 

gas (GHG) emissions. The ANT forcing rapidly increased after the third industrial revolution (after 1969). 32 

Consequently, SAT change accelerated to 0.255 °C/decade and 0.268 °C/decade owing to ALL and GHG forcings, 33 

respectively. Human-induced GHG emissions and land use were the dominant factors driving SAT warming during 34 

the study period, and will contribute to substantial future warming trends. Furthermore, optimal fingerprinting method 35 

demonstrates the significance of ANT influences on climate change in EA. ANT forcing was clearly detected and 36 

distinct from NAT forcing in a two-signal analysis. In a three-signal analysis, GHG was clearly detected for EA region 37 

in separation from ANT and NAT influences. The shared socioeconomic pathway emission scenarios (SSP1–2.6, 38 

SSP2–4.5, and SSP5–8.5) showed future projections (warming trends) from 2015–2100. This analysis suggests that 39 

climate change could be mitigated by restricting anthropogenic factors (especially GHG) and land use/activities in EA.  40 

Keywords: Climate change, Detection and attribution, CMIP6, East Asia, Future projections 41 

  42 
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1. Introduction 43 

The world faces the major challenge of on-going climate change, which greatly impacts socioeconomic and 44 

human activities as well as human health (IPCC 2013; Stocker et al. 2014). For example, during the 20th century, 45 

average surface air temperatures (SATs) have increased by 0.6 °C worldwide (IPCC 2013; Stocker et al. 2014). Many 46 

authors have investigated the effects of external forcing on mean temperatures at global and regional scales, with 47 

increases primarily attributed to anthropogenic greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions alongside other human forcings 48 

(Stott et al. 2010; Bindoff et al. 2013; Jones et al. 2013). Meehl et al. (2004) explored a combination of natural and 49 

anthropogenic forcing using a parallel climate model, finding that natural (solar) forcing dominated warming during 50 

the early 20th century and anthropogenic forcing (GHG emissions) dominated the late 21st-century warming. Egorova 51 

et al. (2018) also reported an annual mean global warming rate of 0.3 K during the early 20th century (1910–1940), 52 

with approximately half of this warming attributed to CO2, CH4, and N2O (well-mixed GHGs), and approximately 53 

one-third attributed to solar irradiance. 54 

East Asia (EA) is one of the regions most vulnerable to climate change. It is one of the most densely populated 55 

regions, containing several major industrial and agricultural centers including high-altitude areas such as the Tibetan 56 

Plateau. Thus, the EA region is sensitive to climate change that impacts the global climate as well. Therefore, 57 

understanding and assessing climate change across EA is important for estimating and predicting global climate 58 

change (Zhou et al. 2004). Increasing SAT trends in EA have been linked to extreme weather events (Xuejie et al. 59 

2002; Li et al. 2018) including heatwaves (Yoon et al. 2018) and intense precipitation (Paik et al. 2020). In response 60 

to these challenges, many studies have described the characteristics of SAT changes in EA countries. In China, Tang 61 

et al. (2010) reported that SAT increased by 0.78 ± 0.27 °C between 1906 and 2005, and Xu et al. (2015) observed a 62 

warming of 0.25 °C/decade and 0.17 °C/decade between 1961 and 2005 as a result of GHG emissions and other 63 

anthropogenic factors, respectively. The same authors reported that the emission of GHGs is the dominant factor 64 

forcing impacting climate change in China. Qian and Qin (2006) analyzed the spatiotemporal characteristics of 65 

temperature trends across China using data from 486 meteorological stations, reporting increases of 0.2–0.3 °C/decade 66 

and < 0.1 °C/decade in northern and southern China, respectively, between 1960 and 2000. The same authors report 67 

that the greatest increases occurred in winter temperatures (0.5–0.7 °C/decade and 0.2–0.3 °C/decade in northern and 68 

southern China, respectively). Mean annual temperature changes in China between 1961 and 2005 were attributed to 69 
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the combined effect of GHG emissions and sulfate aerosol forcing (Xu et al. 2015). Across the Korean Peninsula, 70 

extreme heatwave events have also been associated with climate change (Yoon et al. 2020). In North Korea, Om et al. 71 

(2019) observed a temperature change of 0.21 °C/decade from 1918 to 2015, which is higher than the changes reported 72 

for mainland China and the global average. Coastal areas were found to experience lower warming trends than inland 73 

regions in North Korea. Similarly, Jung et al. (2002) observed that mean annual SATs in South Korea increased at a 74 

rate of 0.23 °C/decade between 1954 and 1999, with a higher warming rate during winter. Across the entire Korean 75 

Peninsula, Chung and Yoon (2000) reported that the annual mean temperature increased by 0.42 °C/decade between 76 

1974 and 1997 in association with GHG emissions, with larger cities experiencing faster warming trends than rural 77 

areas and small cities. Wang et al. (2016) also reported a 0.35 °C/decade warming in northeast China and a 78 

0.2 °C/decade warming in Hokkaido, Japan, between 1951 and 2000. They also observed that extreme high- and low-79 

temperature events were significantly positively correlated between these two regions and the warming recorded in 80 

these regions was in the context of global change. Moreover, in Japan, Fujibe (2009) observed that SATs in regions 81 

with population densities of over 100 and 3,000 persons km-2 increased at a rate of 0.03–0.05 °C/decade and 82 

0.1 °C/decade, respectively, between 1979 and 2006.  83 

 Detection and attribution analysis is a versatile tool that can be used to identify the drivers of climate change 84 

(Allen and Tett 1999; Allen and Stott 2003; Ribes and Terray 2013; Ribes et al. 2013; Wang et al. 2018). Several 85 

researchers have used this method to examine temperature increases from regional to global scales, with anthropogenic 86 

forcing being identified as the dominant factor in most cases (e.g., Lu et al. 2016; Weller et al. 2016; Wang et al. 2018; 87 

Paik and Min 2020). Detection and attribution analyses have been performed using the Coupled Model 88 

Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (CMIP3; Santer et al. 2009), Phase 5 (CMIP5; Xu et al. 2015; Yin et al. 2017; Zhang 89 

et al. 2019), and the new Phase 6 (CMIP6) model simulations (Paik and Min 2020; Paik et al. 2020) to assess the 90 

relative contributions of various external forcings to climate change. Xu et al. (2015) used an optimal detection 91 

technique to identify distinct GHG- and anthropogenic (ANT)-associated temperature changes in China between 1961 92 

and 2005; Yin et al. (2017) used multimodal CMIP5 simulations for the period 1958–2012 to detect ANT forcing of 93 

both extreme cold and warm temperatures in China; and Paik et al. (2020) reported that anthropogenic GHG emissions 94 

are the major contributor to extreme precipitation events across a range of climatic settings. As an attribution technique, 95 

the optimal fingerprinting method detects both anthropogenic and natural forcings (referred to as ‘ALL’ forcing) and 96 

ANT forcing (Allen and Tett 1999, Ribes and Terray 2013). Applying this approach to China, Wang et al. (2018) 97 
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showed that warming in western China can be attributed to anthropogenic forcing, and also projected the future 98 

warming trends of this region. Yin et al. (2017) detected human influences on the intensity of extreme temperature 99 

changes in China, as well as at regional scales in eastern and western China, from 1958–2012. Lu et al. (2016) found 100 

anthropogenic influences on the frequency of daily temperature extremes in China using detection and attribution 101 

analysis. Furthermore, model‐simulated responses were consistent with observations of the daytime extremes. Many 102 

researchers have described anthropogenic influences on changes in temperature and precipitation over China (Song et 103 

al. 2015; Burke et al. 2016; Sun et al. 2016; Li et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2017; Li et al. 2018a; Qian et al. 2018; Zeng et 104 

al. 2019). 105 

Most of the studies mentioned above focused on climate change in China and few studies have focused on 106 

Korea or Japan. Furthermore, most studies have considered the period 1950–2010 and employed CMIP3 and CMIP5 107 

model simulations. To the best of our knowledge, CMIP6 datasets have not yet been used to examine EA climate 108 

trends during the historical period from 1850 to 2014 nor have future projections (2015–2100) been provided at this 109 

scale. There are also no detection and attribution studies of climate change across the whole of EA. To address this 110 

gap, here we focus on SAT changes in EA between the second half of the 19th century and the 21st century based on 111 

the new state-of-the-art multi-model CMIP6 simulations. This allows us to describe the contributions of external and 112 

natural forcings on climate change in this region. Based on our analysis, we also describe the relative contributions of 113 

each forcing in each EA country as well as across the EA as a whole. The main focus of the study is to examine the 114 

effect of human-induced/anthropogenic forcings on climate change over EA using CMIP6 simulations. We also 115 

provide future projections of each EA country and the entire EA region based on three different scenarios.  116 

The rest of the paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the data and methodology and Section 3 117 

provides a discussion of our results including observed and simulated temperature trends in response to the different 118 

forcing factors, the detection and attribution results, and the observation-constrained future projections. Finally, a 119 

summary of our findings and our conclusions are presented in Section 4. 120 

2. Data and methodology 121 

We used the CRU time series version 4.03 (resolution = 0.5° × 0.5°) and HadCRUT4 (resolution = 5° × 5°) 122 

observational datasets for the period 1901–2018 and 1850–2019, respectively; the HadCRUT4 dataset (available at 123 

https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/) was primarily used to cover the period not considered by the CRU 124 

https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/temperature/
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dataset (1850–1900). The CRU data are derived from the interpolation of monthly climate anomalies of worldwide 125 

weather station observations (Peng et al. 2018; Harris et al. 2020; Drumond et al. 2021) and are available at 126 

https://crudata.uea.ac.uk/cru/data/hrg/. These CRU data have been used by many researchers studying long-term 127 

temperature and precipitation changes over the EA region (Li et al. 2018b; Peng et al. 2018; Chen et al. 2019; Harris 128 

et al. 2020) and they correlate well with ground station datasets. We separated the land and ocean data, and the former 129 

was used for this study. The state-of-the-art global multimodal simulations of CMIP6 (Eyring et al. 2016), supported 130 

by the World Climate Research Program, were used to estimate the influence of different external forcings and is 131 

available at https://esgf-node.llnl.gov/projects/cmip6/. Some of the CMIP6 models are more biased when compared 132 

to observational datasets (Almazroui et al. 2020, Almazroui et al. 2021). Therefore, we used multimodal ensemble 133 

mean values to mitigate any bias and obtain the most accurate values possible. The various CMIP6 models (Table 1) 134 

were re-gridded using bilinear interpolation to achieve a uniform resolution of 1° × 1°. The 20th century historical and 135 

21st century future shared socioeconomic pathway (SSP) scenarios were used to define historical and future 136 

temperature trends, respectively. The CMIP6 simulations of historical (ALL), hist-aer (AER), hist-nat (NAT), hist-137 

GHG (GHG), hist-sol (SOL), and land-hist (LU), which were represent all, anthropogenic aerosol only,  natural only, 138 

GHG only, solar irradiance only, and land use only forcings, respectively; and were used to define their influence on 139 

the temperature trends. Robust regression technique was used for the trends estimation, which detect the effects of 140 

outliers and end points (Street et al. 1988). The low SSP1–2.6 and SSP2–4.5 scenarios and high SSP5–8.5 scenarios 141 

were used for the future projections (2015–2100). Initially, the monthly anomalies of the historical (considered land 142 

data and discarded ocean data) datasets (ALL, AER, NAT, GHG, SOL, and LU) and future scenarios (SSP1–2.6, 143 

SSP2–4.5, and SSP5–8.5) were collected from CMIP6. The simulations driven with ALL from 21 models, had 91 144 

runs. The simulations driven by the other forcings of AER, NAT, GHG, LU, and SOL included 10 (46), 10 (48), 11 145 

(46), 8 (13), and 4 (22) models (runs), respectively. Similarly, the future projections driven by SSP1–2.6, SSP2–4.5, 146 

and SSP5–8.5 included 17 (54), 18 (67), and 17 (59) models (runs), respectively (see Table 1). The 1° × 1° gridded 147 

data were averaged for their respective models. Then, if the grids did not contain any observations, the corresponding 148 

grids of the models were masked out to match the observations. Initially, we averaged all the ensemble members (runs) 149 

for each model, and the multi-model ensemble (MME) mean was estimated as the equally weighted arithmetic average 150 

of all the individual model ensemble means. Monthly anomalies were computed for each grid (1° × 1°) and then yearly 151 

and decadal anomalies were evaluated. Finally, regional mean series were estimated based on the available grid values, 152 
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weighted by the cosine of the latitude at the center of each grid box area, for each EA country, as well as the entire 153 

EA region.  154 

Regularized optimal fingerprinting (ROF) was used for detection and attribution analysis based on the 155 

different forcings (Ribes et al. 2013). This approach can assess the contribution of external forcings based on the 156 

scaling factors in a linear regression model (Allen and Tett 1999; Ribes et al. 2013). ROF is similar to classical optimal 157 

fingerprinting except that a regularized covariance matrix is used for the optimization and estimation of the null-158 

distribution used for the residual consistency test. ROF is based on the space-time evolution of SAT trends and is 159 

more accurate than the classical optimal detection method (Ribes et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2019), overcoming the 160 

limitation of empirical orthogonal function truncations. This method generates a full-rank measure of the covariance 161 

matrix of internal variability, which does not require empirical orthogonal function truncation (Ribes et al 2013; 162 

Tokarska et al. 2019). Furthermore, it assumes that the climate response and noise signals are linearly additive, which 163 

means that the observed changes are the sum of climate response (externally forced change) and internally generated 164 

noise (Bindoff et al. 2013; Zhang et al. 2019). In ROF, the observations (Y) are regressed onto the MME mean signal 165 

patterns (X) using total least squares method (Ribes et al. 2013), such that Y = (X − v) β + ε. Here, β represents an 166 

unknown regression coefficient or scaling factor. All traces of internal variability are not removed from the MME 167 

mean and, therefore, the remaining internal variability effects in X are represented as v. ε is the noise owing to internal 168 

variability (the regression residual). The internal variability (ε) was estimated from the model simulations. We used 169 

pre-industrial control (CTL) simulations of 21 models (see Table 1) to estimate internal climate variability and increase 170 

the independent noise data; this reduces the sampling uncertainty in covariance estimations (Ribes et al. 2013). These 171 

CTL simulations were divided into 283 non-overlapping segments that were each 110 years long (the segment length 172 

was equal to the 1905–2014 period used for the detection analysis). The CTL simulations were divided into two sets 173 

of equal size, one was used for optimization and to derive the best estimates, and the other was used to calculate the 174 

5–95% confidence intervals of the scaling factors and also to carry out the residual consistency test (Allen and Tett 175 

1999; Ribes et al. 2013). The residual consistency test uses a nonparametric estimation of the null distribution through 176 

Monte-Carlo simulations to determine whether the noise estimate (ε) is consistent with the simulated internal 177 

variability (Ribes and Terray 2013; Tokarska et al. 2019). The influence of the different forcings were detected based 178 

on β. A 90% confidence interval of β greater than zero implies that a corresponding influence of external forcing has 179 

been detected. If the 90% range of β is above zero and it includes unity, this indicates that the observed change is 180 
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consistent with the model simulations. If the 90% interval of β is greater (less) than unity, this implies that the observed 181 

changes are underestimated (overestimated) by the model simulations. For further details regarding the ROF method, 182 

refer to Ribes et al. (2013) and Ribes and Terray (2013).  183 

For detection and attribution, we used the MME means of the available simulations for ALL, GHG, ANT, 184 

and NAT, which largely smoothed the uncorrelated internal variations (Zhang et al. 2019). ANT was estimated by 185 

subtracting NAT from ALL (ANT = ALL − NAT). We conducted one-signal, two-signal, and three-signal analyses 186 

over the last hundred years (1905–2014) for each EA country and EA overall. Detection and attribution are most 187 

effective at small data dimensions, allowing better estimation of climate response and, thus, are usually conducted 188 

within shorter dimensions (Xu et al. 2015). Therefore, we converted the annual data sets into non-overlapping ten-189 

year means for the 1905–2014 period, which produced 11 data values (1905–1914, 1915–1924, 1925–1934, … and 190 

2005–2014). The use of 10-year temporal means reduced the time dimension, as well as the variability of the 191 

observations and noise in the climate signals (Wang et al. 2018; Zhang et al. 2019). In the one-signal analysis (Eq. 1), 192 

the observations were regressed onto MME mean responses of ALL and ANT fingerprints separately to detect their 193 

relative influence on the observed change. In the two-signal analysis (Eq. 2), the observations were regressed 194 

simultaneously onto the MME mean responses of ANT and NAT fingerprints to determine their separate contributions. 195 

In the three-signal analysis (Eq. 4), the observations were regressed onto the MME mean response patterns from the 196 

GHG, ANTnoGHG (i.e., ANT – GHG), and NAT simulations simultaneously to clearly detect and isolate the GHG 197 

forcing effect. 198 

OBS M MY =β X +ε                                                                                                                              (1)199 

OBS ANT ANT NAT NATY =β X +β X +ε                                                                                                       (2)200 

ALL ANT NAT                                                                                                                                                                                          X =X +X                          (3)201 

OBS GHG GHG ANTnoGHG ANTnoGHG NAT NATY =β X +β X +β X +ε                                                                       (4)202 

ALL ANTnoGHG NAT                                                                                                                                                                                X =X +X +X
GHG        (5)  203 

where YOBS represents the observations; X indicates the model simulations; M is the fingerprints of ALL, GHG, ANT, 204 

ANTnoGHG, and NAT; β is the unknown regression coefficient or scaling factor; ε is the regression residual term, 205 
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which represents the noise due to internal variability; XALL, XGHG, XANT, XANTnoGHG, and XNAT are the model simulation 206 

responses to the ALL, GHG, ANT, ANTnoGHG, and NAT forcings, respectively; and βGHG, βANT, βANTnoGHG, and 207 

βNAT are scaling factors corresponding to the GHG, ANT, ANTnoGHG, and NAT forcings, respectively. 208 

3. Results and discussion 209 

3.1 Observed and model simulation trends 210 

Figures 1a and 1b show the annual mean temperatures from 1901 to 2014 estimated from CRU and CMIP6 211 

(ALL forcings), respectively. The mean temperature varied between −15 °C and 30 °C throughout EA. Southeast 212 

China showed the highest mean temperature (approximately 25 °C), while Tibet and northwest Mongolia showed the 213 

lowest (< 0 °C). In Korea and Japan, the mean temperature varied from 4 to 16 °C. The performance of the CMIP6 214 

model simulations was validated in comparison with the CRU observations. The bias (CMIP6 − CRU) across EA and 215 

in all EA countries is shown in Figures 1c and 1d.  In Figure 1d, the 25% and 75% quartiles indicate a bias of < 1.8 °C. 216 

Overall, the mean bias for EA was ≤ 0.5 °C, indicating that the performance of the CMIP6 simulations was satisfactory. 217 

Figures 1a and 1b also show that the mean temperature values of CRU and CMIP6 outputs are consistent. The 218 

Student’s t test also showed no significant differences between the observations and model estimations at the selected 219 

time period (significance level < 0.05). Further, we compared the trends of the simulations and observations (see 220 

Figure 3 and the following paragraphs), which showed good agreement.  221 

 We also evaluated the spatial distributions of the annual mean SAT MME mean response trends to the 222 

different forcings for the period 1850–2014. Figures 2a–e correspond to the temperature trends associated with the 223 

ALL, AER, NAT, GHG, and SOL forcings. The trends are estimated based on robust regression analysis. The LU 224 

datasets were only available for very few models and did not cover all the EA regions (Table 1) owing to their low 225 

spatial resolutions. Therefore, the distributions for LU are not presented here. The lowest increases in temperature 226 

owing to ALL and GHG occurred in southeast China, while the highest increases were observed in Tibet and southern 227 

Mongolia. As the third industrial revolution began in 1969, we also estimated the temperature changes over the last 228 

40 years (1971–2014; Table 2). The SAT response to ALL forcings clearly shows a positive trend throughout EA 229 

during the study period, with an increase of approximately 0.031 °C/decade between 1850 and 2014 (Period 1 = P1) 230 

and 0.255 °C/decade between 1971 and 2014 (P2). Overall, Mongolia showed the highest rate of increase at 231 

0.049 °C/decade in P1 and 0.379 °C/decade in P2, and Japan the lowest at 0.026 °C/decade in P1 and 0.25 °C/decade 232 
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in P2. AER showed a negative and the lowest temperature trend in all the EA countries (Figure 2b and Table 2). Thus, 233 

it is determined that AER cools SAT and slows the warming rate. Across EA, the overall AER cooling trend was 234 

−0.076 °C/decade during P1 and −0.035 °C/decade in P2. Interestingly, in P2, Mongolia showed a positive/increasing 235 

trend in association with the highest degree of warming observed in this region. Figure 2c shows that the SAT values 236 

were less influenced by NAT forcing, and Table 2 shows slightly negative NAT values for P1 in all the EA countries 237 

compared to positive trends during P2. Consequently, SATs in EA remained relatively stable during P1 238 

(−0.003 °C/decade) in P1 and P2 (0.019 °C/decade) in response to NAT forcing. The increasing trends during P2 can 239 

be attributed to the third industrial revolution. The third industrial revolution (1969–2000) was most prominent in the 240 

region of China, Japan, and Korea, where significant development took place (for example, new industries and 241 

technologies were established) (Janicke and Jacob 2013; Lixing 2013; Wen 2016). Thus, the surface temperature 242 

increased significantly over EA and the global climate was also affected (figure not shown). Tett et al. (2002) also 243 

found that temperatures increased by 0.1 K from 1900–1960 and then subsequently (1960–1997) increased by 0.5 K, 244 

owing to anthropogenic effects over the global scale. GHG forcing produced the strongest warmest trend among all 245 

the forcings (Figure 2d) corresponding to 0.082 °C/decade across all of EA during P1 and 0.268 °C/decade during P2. 246 

Mongolia, China, Korea, and Japan showed higher warming rates as a result of GHG forcing during P2 than during 247 

P1 (Table 2). A significant increase in GHG forcing effects can be seen for P2, again indicating the impact of 248 

industrialization during this period. The SOL forcing effects (Figure 2e) show mostly stable trends during P1 and P2, 249 

with values of 0.005 and 0.008 °C/decade for the entire EA region, respectively. The average temperature trends in 250 

response to LU forcing are shown in Table 2 for each EA region, which associated with warming trends. Across all 251 

of EA, LU increased SATs by by 0.084 and 0.239 °C/decade during P1 and P2, respectively. Over EA, LU changes 252 

caused significant temperature increases owing to a reduction of plant transpiration after deforestation and 253 

desertification; i.e., changes from forest to shrubland or cropland lead to increases in sensible heat flux and drying of 254 

the soil (Gao et al. 2003). LU changes can also reduce precipitation (Dale 1997). These trends further indicate an 255 

enhanced warming rate after industrialization (P2).  256 

The MME mean responses of ALL, GHG, LU, AER, NAT, and SOL of each forcing was averaged for each 257 

EA country as well as for the whole of EA. The annual temperature anomalies for each forcing were calculated relative 258 

to the 1850–2019 period; anomalies were also estimated for 1850–2014, which was the period for which ALL forcing 259 

simulations were available. Figure 3 shows the temperature anomalies of ALL forcings as well as ground observations, 260 
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CRU (1901–2018), and HadCRUT4 (1850–2019) for all of EA and each country. Based on these results, the SAT 261 

trends associated with ALL forcings were consistent with the observed trends. The SATs in the HadCRUT4 and ALL 262 

datasets were mostly stable between 1850 and 1900, after which SAT dropped. This may have been caused by the 263 

cooling effect of AER. From 1901 to 1970, the observations (CRU and HadCRUT4) and the ALL data anomalies 264 

show slow increasing SAT trends. However, from 1970 to 2014/2019, SAT increased rapidly owing to the third 265 

industrial revolution. Across all of EA, SAT had increased by 1.5 °C by 2019, with trends in each country being 266 

broadly similar. Specifically, under the ALL forcings, all the East Asian countries experienced smaller increments of 267 

change between 1900 and 1969 compared to a higher rate of increase between 1970 and 2014. By 2019, the SATs in 268 

China and Japan had increased by ≥ 1 °C, while in Korea and Mongolia, the increase had reached ≥ 1.5 °C. The SAT 269 

anomaly response to GHG forcing is shown in Figure 4 for the period 1850–2019, with observational and simulated 270 

SAT datasets showing a similar increasing trend. A slow increase in GHG forcing is observed until 1969, after which 271 

SATs begin to increase very rapidly. Indeed, GHG forcing has been the dominant contributor to the observed SAT 272 

warming in each country as well as across the whole of EA. For example, GHG forcing increased SATs by 273 

approximately 1.9 °C throughout EA and China by 2019, with even higher degrees of warming (≥ 2 °C) in Mongolia 274 

and Korea. In Japan the equivalent temperature increase was ≤ 2 °C. In response to LU forcing, SAT warming rates 275 

closely match the CRU/HadCRUT4 observations (Figure S1 in Supplementary material). The temperature trend 276 

response to AER forcing was negative throughout EA and in each country (Figure 5), indicating that the cooling effect 277 

of AER forcing partially counteracts the warming caused by other forcings. The SAT changes in response to the NAT 278 

and SOL forcings are shown in Figures 6 and S2 (Supplementary material), respectively, which remained broadly 279 

stable in all the EA regions indicating minimal forcing effects.  280 

Table 3 shows the correlations between the SAT trends of the observed data (CRU) and the response to 281 

different forcings based on the CMIP6 historical models. The SAT response to LU is strongly correlated with the CRU 282 

SAT data, and ALL and GHG also show positive correlations. In contrast, AER is negatively correlated with the CRU 283 

data, and NAT and SOL show very weak/no correlation. These correlations clearly demonstrate the direction (i.e., 284 

warming or cooling) and relative strength of the contributions of the different forcing factors to SAT changes over the 285 

entire study period.  Specifically, ALL, GHG, and LU forcings are associated with SAT increases; AER forcing 286 

produced a cooling effect; and NAT and SOL forcings had very weak or no impact on the warming rate.  287 
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3.2 Detection and attribution analysis 288 

We conducted detection and attribution analysis based on the ROF method for the annual mean temperature 289 

in EA over the last 110 years (1905–2014). The scaling factors, with 90% confidence intervals, of the one-, two-, and 290 

three-signal analyses are presented in Figure 7. One-signal analyses were performed on the individual forcings of ALL 291 

(best estimate 1.16 with 90% confidence interval of 0.85 to 1.47) and ANT (best estimate 1.21 with 90% confidence 292 

interval of 0.9 to 1.56), as shown in Figure 7a. The 90% confidence intervals of ALL, and ANT are above zero, 293 

indicating that these forcings are robustly detected in EA. The best estimate of ALL is greater than unity indicates the 294 

observed changes were underestimated by MME mean in response to ALL.  Furthermore, the best estimates of ALL , 295 

and ANT are close to unity, indicating detection results pass the residual consistency test, which representing the good 296 

agreement between model simulations and observed changes. The two-signal analyses were performed on the ANT 297 

(best estimate 1.24 with 90% confidence interval of 0.91 to 1.57) and NAT (best estimate 0.16 with 90% confidence 298 

interval of -1.32 to 1.66) forcings, the scaling factors of which are shown in Figure 7b with 90% confidence intervals.  299 

The best estimates of ANT (1.24) and NAT (0.16) suggests that the effect of ANT can be separated from NAT. Further, 300 

ANT is robustly detected in EA, with a 90% confidence interval above zero; the best estimate is close to unity and is 301 

also comparable with ANT in the one-signal analysis, implying the robustness of anthropogenic influence on the 302 

observed temperature changes. In comparison, the lower bound of the NAT forcing is below zero, indicating that this 303 

forcing is undetected in EA. Therefore, only anthropogenic forcing can explain the observed annual mean temperature 304 

changes in EA from 1905 to 2014.  305 

We conducted the three-signal analyses using GHG (best estimate 0.89 with 90% confidence interval of 0.48 306 

to 1.29), ANTnoGHG (best estimate 0.77 with 90% confidence interval of -0.54 to 2.1), and NAT (best estimate 0.68 307 

with 90% confidence interval of -0.82 to 2.21) to determine the major contributors among the anthropogenic forcings 308 

or other factors causing changes in the observations. This analysis also explored the influence of GHG forcing on SAT 309 

variations. Figure 7c shows the scaling factors for GHG, ANTnoGHG, and NAT. GHG is robustly detected in EA, 310 

with a 90% confidence interval above zero and a best estimate close to unity, which implies good agreement with the 311 

observations. In contrast, the lower bounds of the ANTnoGHG and NAT forcing include zero indicate that these are 312 

not detected in EA. Therefore, GHG forcing can be separated from ANTnoGHG and NAT forcing, and is considered 313 

the dominant anthropogenic factor forcing for the observed temperature changes in the study region.  314 
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3.3 Observation-constrained future projections 315 

The one-signal analysis shown in Figure 7a demonstrates that the best estimate of ALL forcings is 1.16 316 

(above 1), indicating an underestimation of the CMIP6 historical simulations. This historical underestimation could 317 

continue in future projections, requiring appropriate adjustment/correction to ensure the accurate estimation of future 318 

scenarios. Therefore, the MME mean future projections under the low SSP1–2.6 and SSP2–4.5, and high SSP5–8.5, 319 

scenarios were multiplied by the best estimate of the ALL forcing scaling factor obtained in the one-signal analysis. 320 

Figure 8a shows the resulting historic (1850–2014) and future scenarios (2015–2100) for EA. These observation-321 

constrained future projections show higher warming rates than the raw simulations. The adjusted/best estimate of the 322 

future projections of SSP1-2.6, SSP2–4.5, and SSP5–8.5 show temperature increases of 2.32 °C (90% confidence 323 

interval: 1.80–3.15 °C), 2.46 °C (90% confidence interval: 1.78–3.16 °C), and 3.12 °C (90% confidence interval: 324 

2.55–3.90 °C), respectively by 2050 compared to 1.92 °C, 2.12 °C, and 2.68 °C based on the unadjusted simulations, 325 

respectively; by 2070, the best estimate temperature increases under SSP1–2.6, SSP2–4.5, and SSP5–8.5 are 2.64 °C 326 

(90% confidence interval: 1.97–3.29 °C), 3.10 °C (90% confidence interval: 2.34–3.89 °C), and 4.61 °C (90% 327 

confidence interval: 4.17–5.28 °C), respectively, compared to 2.28 °C, 2.64 °C, and 3.95 °C based on the original 328 

simulations; and by 2100, the best estimates under the same three scenarios are 2.49 °C (90% confidence interval: 329 

1.84–3.12 °C), 3.66 °C (90% confidence interval: 3.07–4.27 °C), and 7.22 °C (90% confidence interval: 6.79–8.15 °C) 330 

compared to 2.17 °C, 3.15 °C, and 6.19 °C based on the original simulations, respectively. We also estimated the best 331 

values for the ALL forcing scaling factors for each EA country and generated projections for each EA country. The 332 

best estimates for the ALL forcing scaling factors, with 90% confidence intervals, for each EA country are shown in 333 

Table 4. The country-scale future projections under each of the scenarios were adjusted based on their respective ALL 334 

forcing best estimates, as shown in Figures 8b–e. The best estimates of the future projections of SSP1–2.6, SSP2–4.5, 335 

and SSP5–8.5, with 90% confidence intervals, for each EA country in 2050, 2070, and 2100 are shown in Table 5. 336 

The resulting observation-constrained future projections in all the EA countries  show higher warming rates relative 337 

to the raw simulation data, and warming is projected to increase over time.  338 

4. Summary and conclusions 339 

  This study describes long-term SAT changes in EA using the new state-of-the-art CMIP6 multi-model 340 

simulations. These model simulations were validated in comparison with CRU/HadCRUT4 observational 341 
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measurements. The SAT variation responses to various external and natural forcings (ALL, AER, NAT, GHG, SOL, 342 

and LU) were examined between 1850 and 2014/2019. Throughout EA, southeast China has experienced the highest 343 

mean temperatures (approximately 25 °C) compared to the lowest on the Tibetan Plateau (approximately −12 °C). 344 

SATs during the study period were increased due to GHG and LU forcings and decreased due to the AER forcing. In 345 

contrast, NAT and SOL had little impact on SAT changes. GHG forcing was the dominant factor in the observed 346 

temperature increase. Overall, the SAT in EA increased by 0.082 °C/decade in response to the GHG forcing, compared 347 

to 0.031 °C/decade under ALL forcings from 1850–2014. After the third industrial revolution, SATs increased very 348 

rapidly, by 0.268 and 0.255 °C/decade in response to the GHG and ALL forcings, respectively, between 1970 and 349 

2014 (Tett et al. 2002). By 2019, the GHG forcing had increased the SAT across the EA by approximately 1.9 °C, and 350 

all countries in EA had also experienced increasing SAT trends as a result of anthropogenic forcings (GHG, and LU).  351 

Overall, Mongolia experienced faster rates of temperature rise than other EA countries; however, throughout 352 

EA, the highest and lowest amounts of warming occurred in Tibet and southeast China, respectively. The strongest 353 

cooling response to AER forcing occurred in southeast China, while across EA, the overall cooling rate associated 354 

with AER forcing was approximately −0.076 °C/decade between 1850 and 2014. Interestingly, in Mongolia, AER 355 

showed a warming rather than cooling influence during the 1971–2014 period, which might partially explain the high 356 

degree of warming in this region. Across EA, LU increased the temperature by 0.084 °C, between 1850 and 2014, 357 

while NAT and SOL forcings had a minimal effect overall. The changes in LU increased the temperature owing to 358 

reduced vegetation cover and desertification. Based on these observations, anthropogenic forcing has significantly 359 

influenced the climate of EA, associated with distinct warming trends. Furthermore, we present future SAT projections 360 

up to 2100 based on the low SSP1–2.5 and SSP2−4.5, and high SSP5−8.5, scenarios.  361 

 We applied the ROF detection and attribution technique to CMIP6 simulations to describe climate change in 362 

EA resulting from anthropogenic influences. The ALL and ANT forcings were robustly detected from the one-signal 363 

analyses for the period 1905–2014; in the two-signal analysis, ANT and NAT influences could be separated, and the 364 

ANT forcing was clearly detected as a factor including the increase in SATs; and in the three-signal analysis, GHG 365 

forcing was separated from ANTnoGHG and NAT forcings and was strongly detected, indicating that GHG forcing 366 

was the dominant factor driving climate change in EA. Finally, we generated adjusted/corrected future warming trends 367 

by multiplying the raw simulation data with the ALL forcing best estimates, which produced higher projected 368 
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temperature values under the SSP1–2.5, SSP2–4.5, and SSP5–8.5 scenarios. Overall, we conclude that the climate 369 

(SAT) changes observed in EA are the result of anthropogenic forcings, primarily GHG and LU. This implies that 370 

efforts to mitigate future climate change in this region should focus on these anthropogenic forcing factors. 371 
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 520 

Fig. 1 Annual mean temperatures from 1901 to 2014. (a) CRU, (b) Multi-model ensemble mean of surface air 521 

temperature responses to ALL (anthropogenic and natural) forcing obtained from CMIP6. (c) Bias between CRU and 522 

CMIP6 (CMIP6 − CRU) across EA. (d) Bias (CMIP6 − CRU) boxplots showing 5%, 25%, mean (diamond), 75%, 523 

and 95% values 524 
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 536 

 537 

Fig. 2 Spatial distribution of trends in annual mean surface air temperature responses to different forcings (°C/decade) 538 

for the historical period 1850–2014. (a) all (ALL), (b) anthropogenic aerosol (AER), (c) natural (NAT), (d) greenhouse 539 

gas (GHG), and (e) solar irradiance (SOL) forcings. The trends are estimated based on robust regression analysis 540 

 541 
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 546 

  547 

Fig. 3 Temporal variation of annual mean temperature anomaly responses to ALL (all forcings) averaged across East 548 

Asia and individual countries from observations (CRU and HadCRUT4) and multi-model mean simulations (CMIP6) 549 

for the period 1850–2014 (CRU: 1901–2018, HadCRUT4: 1850–2019). Shaded bands are multi-model ranges  550 
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 551 

 552 

Fig. 4 As for Figure 3 but showing temperature anomaly responses to GHG forcing  553 

 554 
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 557 

Fig. 5 As for Figure 3 but showing temperature anomaly responses to aerosol (AER) forcing  558 
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 560 

Fig. 6 As for Figure 3 but showing temperature anomaly responses to natural (NAT) forcing 561 
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 564 

Fig. 7 Best estimates of the scaling factors using the regularized optimal fingerprinting method with 90% confidence 565 

intervals over EA for the period 1905–2014. (a) One-signal analysis of all (ALL) and anthropogenic aerosols (ANT) 566 

forcings, (b) two-signal analysis of ANT and NAT forcings, (c) three-signal analysis of ANTnoGHG, GHG, and NAT 567 
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 583 

Fig. 8 Temporal variations in annual SAT anomalies (relative to 1995–2014) during the period 1850–2100. Shaded 584 

bands are the multi-model ranges. Future projections are based on the multi-model ensemble means under SSP1–2.6 585 

(gold line), SSP2–4.5 (green line), and SSP5–8.5 (magenta line). The dashed lines indicate best-estimate observation-586 

constrained future temperature projections for (a) East Asia, (b) China, (c) Mongolia, (d) Japan, and (e) Korea 587 
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Table 1 Models used in the study for historical and future projections (Y = ‘yes’ and ‘N’ = no). The numbers in 600 

parenthesis represent the ensemble sizes of the corresponding models 601 

Model 

name 

Historical forcing (1850–2014) Future projection (2014–
2100) 

Control 

simulat

ions 

 ALL AER NAT GHG SOL LU SSP1-
2.6 

SSP2-
4.5 

SSP5-
8.5 

CTL 

CNRM-

CM6-1-HR 

Y (1) N N N N N Y (1) Y (1) Y (1) N 

CESM2-

WACCM 

Y (4) N N Y (3) N Y (1) Y (1) Y (4) Y (3) Y (8) 

E3SM-1-0 Y (5) N N N N N N N N N 

BCC-

CSM2-MR 

Y (3) Y (3) Y (3) Y (3) N N N N N Y (15) 

MRI-ESM2-

0 

Y (5) Y (5) Y (5) Y (5) Y (4) N Y (1) Y (5) Y (1) Y (8) 

CIESM Y (3) N N N N N N N N Y (20) 

CAMS-

CSM1-0 

Y (3) N N N N N N N N Y (16) 

INM-CM4-8 Y (1) N N N N N Y (1) Y (1) Y (1) Y (12) 

FIO-ESM-2-

0 

Y (3) N N N N N N N N Y (15) 

CMCC-

CM2 

Y (3) N N N N N N N N Y (12) 

HADGEM3- 

GC31-MM 

Y (6) N N N N N Y (1) N Y (4) Y (16) 

MIROC6 Y (9) Y (4) Y (7) Y (3) Y (3) Y (1) Y (9) N Y (9) N 

GISS-E2-1-

G 

Y (8) Y (6) Y (5) Y (5) Y (6) Y (5) Y (5) Y (6) Y (2) Y (12) 

CNRM-

CM6-1 

Y (6) N Y (4) Y (9) N Y (1) Y (4) Y (5) Y (5) Y (20) 

IPSL-

CM6A-LR 

Y (4) Y (9) Y (9) Y (4) N Y (1) Y (3) N Y (6) Y (6) 

CNRM-

ESM2-1 

Y (3) Y (2) N N N Y (1) Y (4) Y (5) Y (4) Y (16) 

ACCESS-

CM2 

Y (3) N N N N N Y (3) Y (3) Y (3) N 

ACCESS- 

ESM1-5 

Y (6) Y (3) Y (3) Y (3) N N Y (5) Y (6) Y (3) N 
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 602 

 603 

 604 

 605 

 606 

 607 

 608 

 609 

 610 

 611 

 612 

 613 

 614 

 615 

 616 

 617 

 618 

HadGEM3- 

GC31-LL 

Y (4) Y (4) Y (4) Y (4) N N Y (1) Y (4) Y (4) Y (12) 

UKESM1-0-

LL 

Y (6) N N N N N Y (4) Y (6) Y (3) Y (10) 

CanESM5 Y (5) Y (9) Y (5) Y (6) Y (9) N Y (3) Y (5) Y (4) N 

GFDL-

ESM4 

N Y (1) Y (3) Y (1) N N N Y (3) N N 

CMCC-

ESM2 

N N N N N Y (1) N N N Y (16) 

MPI-ESM1-

2-LR 

N N N N N Y (2) Y (5) Y (4) Y (3) Y (18) 

CESM2 N N N N N N Y (3) Y (3) Y (3) Y (20) 

FGOALS-

f3-L 

N N N N N N N Y (1) N Y (15) 

NESM3 N N N N N N N Y (2) N Y (8) 

KACE-1-0-

G 

N N N N N N N Y (3) N Y (8) 

Total 21 (91) 10 (46) 10 (48) 11 (46) 4 (22) 8 (13) 
 

17 (54) 18 (67) 17 (59) 21 
(283) 
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Table 2 Annual mean surface air temperature trend (°C/decade) responses to different forcings in each East Asian 619 

country and the entire EA region for the period 1850–2014 (P1) and 1971–2014 (P2, after third industrial revolution, 620 

shown in parenthesis). ALL = all, AER = anthropogenic aerosol, NAT = natural, GHG = greenhouse gas, SOL = solar 621 

irradiance, and LU = land use forcings  622 

1850–2014  

(1971–2014) 
East Asia China Mongolia Japan Korea 

ALL 0.031 

 (0.255) 

0.027 

 (0.223) 

0.049  

(0.379) 

0.026 

(0.25) 

0.029  

(0.266) 

AER −0.076 

(−0.035) 
−0.081 

(−0.058) 
−0.086 

(0.010) 

−0.068 

(−0.036) 
-0.078 

(-0.041) 

NAT −0.003 

(0.019) 

−0.0012 

(0.013) 

−0.002 

(0.020) 

−0.002 

(0.015) 

-0.002 

(0.036) 

GHG 0.082 

(0.268) 

0.090 

(0.27) 

0.1106 

(0.328) 

0.077 

(0.240) 

0.087 

(0.278) 

SOL 0.005 

(0.008) 

0.005 

(−0.001) 
0.006 

(0.007) 

0.005 

(0.009) 

0.005 

(0.029) 

LU 0.084 

(0.239) 

0.069 

(0.235) 

0.079 

(0.327) 

0.077 

(0.200) 

0.096 

(0.218) 

 623 

 624 

 625 

 626 

 627 

 628 

 629 

 630 

 631 

 632 

 633 

 634 

 635 

 636 

 637 

 638 

 639 

 640 

 641 

 642 

 643 

 644 

 645 

 646 

 647 

 648 

 649 

 650 
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Table 3 Correlations between surface air temperature (SAT) in observed data (CRU) and SAT responses to different 651 

forcings in CMIP historical models. ALL = all, AER = anthropogenic aerosol, NAT = natural, GHG = greenhouse 652 

gas, SOL = solar irradiance, and LU = land use forcings 653 

 654 

 East Asia 

(CRU) 

China 

(CRU) 

Mongolia 

(CRU) 

Japan 

(CRU) 

Korea 

(CRU) 

ALL 0.69 0.76 0.62 0.70 0.53 

AER −0.68 −0.66 −0.55 −0.70 0.55 

NAT 0.03 0.05 −0.03 0.01 0.06 

GHG 0.77 0.77 0.70 0.75 0.65 

SOL 0.08 0.10 0.006 0.09 0.04 

LU 0.96 0.97 0.97 0.95 0.96 

 655 

 656 

 657 

 658 

 659 

 660 

 661 

 662 

 663 

 664 

 665 

 666 

 667 

 668 

 669 

 670 

 671 
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Table 4 Best-estimate scaling factors and 90% confidence intervals (shown in parenthesis) of ALL (anthropogenic 672 

and natural) forcing, estimated from one-signal analysis, in East Asian countries for the period 1905–2014 673 

1905–
2014 

East Asia 

(90%) 

China 

(90%) 

Mongolia 

(90%) 

Japan 

(90%) 

Korea 

(90%) 

ALL 1.16  

(0.85–1.47) 

 

1.11 

(0.85–1.38) 

1.22 

(1.01–1.44) 

1.19 

(0.86–1.51) 

 1.08 

 (0.71-1.45) 

 674 

 675 

 676 

 677 

 678 

 679 

 680 

 681 

 682 

 683 

 684 

 685 

 686 

 687 

 688 

 689 

 690 

 691 

 692 

 693 

 694 

 695 

 696 

 697 

 698 

 699 
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Table 5 Best-estimates and 90% confidence intervals (shown in parenthesis) of future scenarios (SSP1-2.6, SSP2-4.5, 700 

and SSP5-8.5) in East Asian countries 701 

Future 

scenarios 

Year East Asia 

(90%) 

China 

(90%) 

Mongolia 

(90%) 

Japan 

(90%) 

 Korea 

(90%) 

SSP1-2.6 2050 2.32  

(1.80-3.15) 

 

2.22 

(1.57-2.87) 

3.22 

(2.38-4.07) 

2.2 

(1.63-2.76) 

2.36 

(1.71-3.01) 

2070 2.64  

(1.97-3.29) 

 

2.46 

(1.79-3.13) 

3.31 

(2.51-4.12) 

2.3 

(1.79-2.8) 

2.54 

(1.88-3.2) 

2100 2.49  

(1.84-3.12) 

 

2.37 

(1.72-3.03) 

2.95 

(2.18-3.73) 

2.29 

(1.79-2.79) 

2.38 

(1.76-3.02) 

SSP2-4.5 2050 2.46  

(1.78-3.16) 

 

2.4 

(1.73-3.06) 

3.14 

(2.35-3.97) 

2.56 

(1.93-3.19) 

2.12 

(1.45-2.8) 

2070 3.10  

(2.34-3.89) 
 

3.01 

(2.26-3.76) 

4.09 

(3.14-5.07) 

3.01 

(2.38-3.64) 

2.72 

(1.94-3.5) 

2100 3.66  

(3.07-4.27) 

3.53 

(2.92-4.14) 

4.51 

(3.85-5.23) 

3.59 

(3.08-4.09) 

3.34 

(2.74-3.94) 

SSP5-8.5 2050 3.12   

(2.55-3.9) 

 

2.84 

(2.09-3.58) 

4.21 

(3.43-5.03) 

3.08 

(2.56-3.60) 

2.99 

(2.34-3.64) 

2070 4.61  

(4.17-5.28) 

 

4.44 

(3.81-5.08) 

6.22 

(5.55-6.97) 

4.27 

(3.87-4.68) 

4.3 

(3.8-4.83) 

2100 7.22  

(6.79-8.15) 

 

6.86 

(6.05-7.67) 

9.87 

(9.19-10.6) 

6.57 

(6.08-7.06) 

6.99 

(6.31-7.6) 

 702 
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